The lumber ana timber producing industries rank first

in the United States in the number of men employed. This is

partly due to the immense amount of hand labor still being
done, while other industries have employed machines on some

of which proaucts can be completely finishea without being /V'

touched by hand.
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In spite of this great use of human labor, very little V^v
has been aone to perfect organizations for the betterment of

labor conditions ano the more efficient handling of the labor
element in the

inaustry.

It is a well known fact that social

progress always lags behind scientific progress.
In the past, foreigners have largely been employee; in
the industry ano at best,

\A>

the labor was transient. Men would

work In the logging camp auring the winter ana on a farm
in the summer. This has perhaps lea to rather unskilled and

easily satisfieo labor. Since the term of employment was short,

long hours, unsanitary living conaitions, and the bugbears of
the industry of the past were put up with as a temporary
measure. Very few actually gave their heart ana soul to their
work, as is necessary for real success. This was also fostered

by seasonal operations in the NDrth where our first timber

industries aevelopea. The South,

on the whole, has aevelopea

much more rapidly, aue not only to the beginning of the
realization of the personal equation about the time the South

aevelopea, but also to the fact that industries consistea mostly
of the all-year type.
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The expansion of the West was in a still later era when

man was admitted to be human, whether he was a lumberjack or
owner of the mill. This has perhaps led the West to adopt the

eight-hour day before either the North or the South aid.
Better methods have been spreading gradually thruout the

industry so that at the present time, better housing facilities,

social opportunities, educational possibilities, and workman's
compensation are made available to the worker. Wage adjustment,
bonus systems, efficiency systems, ana better organization has

been the aim of many mills. In spite of this, the lumber
proaucing inaustries have not as highly aevelopea personnel
departments as some of the packing companies, motor car

companies, clothing industries, ana many other manufacturing
concerns.

Personnel administration, which is aefinea as the direction
ana coordination of the human relations of any organization
with a view to getting the maximum production with minimum
effort ana friction with proper regard for the well being of

the organization, we find is conveniently aivioea into six
aivisions: employment, health ano safety, education, research,
adjustment ana joint relations, ana service features.

Of these,

only employment, education, ana aajustment ano joint relations
are consiaered here, as they only are of direct interest in
lumber mills.
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EMPLOYMENT

METHODS

Labor Market and Sources of Supply
The chief sources of supply of labor in all industries

are through the aid of the company's own employees, the use
of past employees, the medium of daily applicants both at

the gate ano through the mail, advertising, and employment
agencies.
The common practice in building plants today is to take

the labor supply into consideration when locating the plant.
The sawmill, because of its great neeo for labor, must take
this into serious consideration. Many sawmills are required

to establish towns in order to put their plant in the most

advantageous place; but the labor supply is never lost sight
of.

The hiring of friends of the employees is a good method
of getting skilled labor ana special types of workers.. The

employer can get all the information about the worker he
aesires before the actual interview; ana although he may get
prejudiced v,iews on the applicant, he nevertheless has some
thing to base his interview on. The advantage of this source

is that it is the most immediate source of supply, the
applicant often hearing about the opening before the employer

himself is aware of it. The applicant has probably also been
instructed as to the type of work and other conditions about

the job ano the plant.
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Former employees often return; ana proviaea that they

left in good standing,

they can be considered the best type

of applicants.

uaily applicants are always to be found in any industry.
Those applying at the gate are at a disadvantage in that they
are in an inferior bargaining position in regard to the
employment manager. They want the job while the employer can
easily feign a lack of work in oroer to get the advantage.

This way is extremely discouraging to the worker besides
wasting his time.

It is also of no value for unskilled labor,

as the applicants for this type of labor are generally the

shifting type.
There are many firms that encourage written applications
from workers employea elsewhere for their business. In this

way, they fina people who are generally steady, ambitious
workers who will stay for a considerable time if given a
fair

aeal.

Advertising is of direct advantage to

the employer, tie

broadcasts his plea for labor ano it is answered by all types

of men with varying degrees of skill ana ambition. From these
numerous applications, he can choose the man best fitted for
the work. This source is usually usea as a last resort only.

Employment agencies are really another form of advertising,
The employer notifies the agency that he needs a certain type
of laborer ano his neec

is filled

there.

Their best use

is

supply common and service labor. Employment agencies may be
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divided into six types: employer's associations, union
associations, fraternal employment bureaus, philanthropic
anc social welfare bureaus, fee charging agencies, ana public
employment bureaus. Of these,

the ideal system from the

employer's standpoint is a joint office of employer's associ
ation ano the union. This not only aevelops gooa feeling
between the inaustry ano the unions, but also insures prompt

service in that it pools the total labor supply in a community
for the use of all plants in that locality. Eventually the
ideal system Is a central office connected with all local

agencies, so that regional oistribution may be practicea.

This is probably best to be aone by the government, as was

done auring the war when farm labor was neeaeo in some regions,
while there was an excess of labor in other regions.
Fraternal employment bureaus have the oisaavantage of
having but a very limited supply, so that they cannot be
reliea upon except in times of unemployment.
ana social welfare bureaus

are

also not

the

Philanthropic
best

sort

of

supply, since they generally hanale oistress cases ana make
an appeal to the employer. The type of labor acquired in this

way is generally poor. The fee-charging agencies are interested

primarily in profit, ano this is generally gained by the
misfortune of the masses. They often misrepresent the conditions

and may employ corrupt practices in keeping vacancies.
Public employment agencies are the most desirable as"
regards national welfare. Their chief advantage is that they
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may be made national in scope ano if competent help is secured,
they are every bit as good as the collective group of employ
ment

ano union officers.

The mills of the Pacific Northwest are in a peculiar

situation. They have never haa any trouble securing labor,
except for some of the skilled positions which comprise only
a very small percentage of the work.

In this way, most of the

labor has in the past been secured thru applications either

at the gate or by letter. In fact, one large mill on the Coast,
whose case, however, is unique, employes 98$ of its labor by
applications mailed to them from other parts of the country.

Aavertislng may be necessary for highly skilled labor, but this
is largely pickea up thru applications also. This is possibly
aue to the reluctance of the average worker to stay in one place.

Selection Methods

In oraer to make the proper selection of employees, the
employer must know the conaitions surrounaing the work. The
most modern way of aetermining this is through a job analysis
which leads to a job specification. A job analysis is a scien
tific study ana statement of all facts about the job which
reveal

its content and the factors which surrouna

it.

It

contains such things,as machinery ano tools used, materials

useo, motions necessary in carrying on the job, working hours,
quantity ano quality prooucea, ano the pay for the job. This
leads to a statement of the qualifications the worker must
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possess to carry on the work, incluaing age, height, sex,

length of arms ano legs, sizerof hands ano fingers, sensitive
ness of hands, hearing, sight,

part of boay useo most, health

ano similar qualifications. From this,

the employment manager

has a guioe for the selection ano placing of workers which he
can use curing the interviews, in reviewing references, for
physical examinations, ana for intelligence ana trade tests.
Job specifications ana analyses have not as yet been

introducea in lumber mills mainly because of the great amount

of unskillea labor. Selection consists of interviewing the

men, following up the references given, requiring a written
application in many cases, ano few,

if any, tests. One mill

requires a physical ano mental examination for all employees

of their logging railroaa, but this is perhaps the only test
useo anywhere. Much unskillea labor is hirea airectly by the
foremen in the smaller mills without any questions being asked
of the applicants. The names of two former or the last two

employers are usually requested for references.

Introduction to the Plant ana Instructions lilven

To get results from employees, the purposes of the job
ana what you expect from them must be maoe clear. This is
done in some firms by vestibule schools in which the newly
hired man is instructea ana works under the supervision of

a competent instructor. A thorough explanation of the auties
is an absolute necessity; and unless this is aone, the company
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is to blame for the failure of the worker. This school may
be the means of introduction.

The common practice among

the mills is instruction by

a foreman, who shows the worker what is expecteo of him,
oiscusses the fine points of the job, ana as much as possible,
all the tricks of the traae. He supervises the work until he

sees that the new employee has mastered the work. It is

usually the practice to keep an eye on the man i'or possible
promotion or transfer.

Transfer ano

Promotion

Most plants, to be fair to the worker, promote ana transfer
him rather

than introouce new men for vacancies

in the better

jobs. In this way, men are continually watcheo for hioaen
qualities which may warrant promotion.

In many of the smaller mills, the old system of aismissal
is still usea.

if a man ooes not ao his work correctly, he is

oismissea ana not given another chance, even if there is a
neea for men in another part of the plant.

The newest theory

is, that every man is gooo for some task, ano it is the
problem of the employment office to discover this task. If a
man is incorrectly placed, he is moveo to another type of

labor, at which he may succeed.

Interview of Leaving Employees

Industries are beginning to realize that many men are
oischargeo because of personal prejudices ana misunaerstanaings.
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Due to the large cost of turnover, this is a very costly

error on the part of the administration. Eecause of this,
leaving employees are often interviewee ana given a chance
to appeal to the executives. Aajustments will be discussed
later.

Mills have not progressed very far in this uirection.
The foreman or the department head still has the jurisdiction

over discharging employees, and only in rare cases will the
administration step in. An Ideal system would be the analysis

ano verification of the causes of discharge so as to give the
worker a

"fair deal".

Records

Many establishments carry records of applicants ana
employees. These not only contain qualifications, statistics

about the individual, ana the job halo, but also progress
records, which inaicate the value of the inaiviuual to the
firm.

Many mills are instituting caro inaex systems for the
purpose of retaining this information. This, with the
application, both of which are shown here, forms a complete
record

of the

inaividual.

EDUCATION

Education within the

Organization

Education within the organization can be uiviaea Into
training courses for executives, foremen, assistant foremen,
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ano instructors, lectures on company policies and utilization
of products, apprentice schools, and vestibule schools.

Training courses for executives, foremen, and assistant
foremen have for their chief purpose the advancing of men in
the ranks. They generally consist of lectures given either by
men directly connected with the concern or by men well
verseo in the profession, who are outsiders. These lectures
with inaividual conferences ana discussions

seem to have

proved satisfactory ano highly desirable in many firms.

Lectures on company policies and the uses of the company's
product are oeemeo oesirable by many companies. These neeo not

be repeated anu are generally includea in the vestibule schools,

if such there is. The knowledge imparted is necessary to
obtain maximum efficiency and interest in the business.

Vestibule schools are useo to give elementary training
in actual work under the supervision of a practical man who

is able to teach by giving oirect instructions, it serves to
cive the new worker a proper preliminary training, brings out

the moral qualities of the man, and serves as a tracing

ground for the various departments.
Apprentice schools have been established in many of the

largest industries. Such firms as the tienerol Electric, the
American Telephone ana Telegraph Co., Allis Chalmers Manufact

uring Co., ana others, have institutea one or two-year courses
for college graduates auring which time the student is movea
from oepartment to aepartmant and given a thorough training
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in the principles ana practices of the firm until he either
finds himself in some one department or

is movea into the

office. Other firms uo the same with high school graduates
or even part time high school stuoents.

As in other respects, the lumber mills are sadly

lacking in this form of eaucation. Classes in gracing lumber
are instituteo in some of the larger mills, ano lectures on
policies and utilization are occasionally founo; but, as a

general rule, this is the sum total of the efforts along this
line. Vestibule schools are an unheara-of luxury.

Education Outside of the Organization

Educational endeavors outside of the organization take
the form of continuation and night schools and Y. M. C. A.
courses.

Continuation and night schools are generally unoer the
supervision of school boards. In many cases, close cooperation

Is carried on with these schools by the firm, anu the instruc

tion of boys who have not had high school training is
partially done by the firm and partially by the school. In
this way, a liberal as well as a technical education is
afforded

the worker.

Y.

M.

C.

A.

courses

are

carried

on in

all large cities, and in many cases are partly sponsereo by
the industries of the city.
Practically the only cooperative educational work the
lumber mills undertake, are the Y. M. C. A.
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has been cone by the lumber Industry along this line whenever

the management realized their neeo for technical ana well

broaaened men. Continuation schools are merely tolerated, but
because of the extremely small amount of workers under 18

years of age, this can be readily understood. Night schools
are perhaps encouraged but usually ignored.

Other Activities

Company publications are a valuable means of holding
the interest of the workers. They form a medium of communication
which ados local interest to all news, especially when the
paper is edited ana run by the workers themselves. Lumber

mills have realized this and many get out publications,

nearly all of them issued by the management, however. Other
companies merely get out a few mimeographed sheets
occasionally, which serve the same purpose.
Suggestion boxes are usually to be found in most mills

at the present time also, although the objection raised, by
the worker is that the suggestions are usually carried out in
the waste basket rather than where they are Intended to be

carried out. This accusation is nearly always unjust,
provided, of course, that the suggestion is really worth

something. The suggestion may merely serve to call the
attention of the administration to a fault; but if it just
does this anu no more,

it is worth the effort expended.
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Bulletin boards are generally to be found also. They

are the most common means usee in notifying and instructing
the worker on the things he is expecteo to know.

The circulation of magazines and books in a company
library is another step in the advancement of education.

Although this is rarely practicec by any mills, magazines
are

to be founc in rest rooms and even in cafeterias which

are run by the company.

The teaching of English ano naturalization instruction

have not as yet been attempted by the mills, while training
for personal hygiene ane safety is carried out everywhere

in one form or another. The chief methods employed are throujh
bulletin boards, lectures, posters, pamphlets, ano in the
company publications.

adjustment ahl joiimt relations

Questions of Shop Control and Grievances
A growing practice among the industries at the present
time is the participation of employees in the determination

of policies toward workers,

shop rules, ano adjustment of

complaints of workers. This may be accomplished by boards,
committees, or councils in which the employees or their
representatives have a vote. These systems vary from one in

which the worker has a very deciding vote or even the

deciding vote to one in which the employer actually has the
final cecision. Any one of these systems has its use however,
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especially when the gooo will of the worker is acquired. In

the last analysis, however, in all schemes, the employer
attempts and shoula attempt to get the most out of the

business, and the employees obtain as large a wage as possible.
Lumber mills have not aone anything along this line.
The executives decide all the policies,

conditions, ana any

desputes that may arise. In fact, the lumber industry follows
a very autocratic form of government. If a worker thinks that

he has been unjustly discharged, his only remeoy is to state
his case before the employment manager or an executive of the
company. Workmen play no part except in the possible case where
one may pleaa for another.

Aojustment of Terms of Employment

Terms of employment ano wages paid are gradually getting
into the hands of the employees. The boards, or councils

mentioned above, often play quite a part in the deciding of
these two important questions. The recognized factors in the
determination of wages; namely, the cost of living, the

amount of output, attendance ana punctuality of the worker,
previous education necessary for the job, length of service,

hazards of the job, disagreeable character of the work,
possibilities of advancement, wages in the community, and the
amount of profit,, make arbitration between the employer and
the employee necessary.

Here, again, lumber mills have uone little individually.
In fact,

the determination of wages and employment is almost
-14-
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entirely based on a aecision of the management and except for
lack of labor or interference by the 4 L, which is discussed

in the following paragraphs, the management decides everything
themselves.

.Joint Relations

With the exception of the work of the Loyal Legion of
Loggers and Lumbermen, the efforts to unionize the lumber

industry have not met with great success. The only existing

union that has survived is the Shingle Worker's Union. For
this reason, joint relations must be limited to a discussion
of

the

4

L.

The Loyal Legion of Loggers and Lumbermen, commonly
known as the 4 L, was organized in the Northwest in 191r;
and later extenaec to include the Inland Empire. The need

for such an organization arose from the fact that labor was
more easily organized in the Northwest and easily led on the
wrong path.

For this reason,

the Government organized the 4 L

thru the Spruce division of the U. S. Signal Corps for the
purpose of stimulating patriotism among the forest ana mill
workers and to increase the output of essential material.

January,

In

1919, the 4 L was reorganized under private

auspices, ano now covers the states of Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, ana Montana.

Its principles are set down as "that those directly
concerned in any industry are in a better position to solve
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its problems than disinterested parties; that maximum results

cannot be obtained in any industry without uue consideration

being given to all parties contributing to its aevelopment,
that the great economic loss caused through labor turnover,
strikes, walk-outs, and lock-outs is unnecessary and can be

avoided, and that if prosperity in any industry is to be attained,
mutual distrust must be replacea by mutual uncerstanaing ana
cooperation."

Its objects are to provide a "square-de^l" organization
for the employer ana the employees, to insure the workmen a

just wage ana the employer maximum efficiency, an eig^.t-hour

day, standardized working and living conditions, community
spirit, cooperative hospitals, insurance, employment service,
recreation and education, adjustments, closer relationships,
trade information, and patriotism.

Questions of individual rights and privileges are acted

upon by the Employee's Conference Committee, composed of
three members, the chairman, the vice-chairman, anc a thira
elected member of the local organization, subject to appeal
to the

district Board anc

the Board of directors.

Boards, electee at the annual conventions,

employees,

The District

consist of four

two of which are millmen ana two loggers, ano

four operators, two millmen ano two loggers. The former are
elected by the employees and the latter by the employers.
Their duty is chiefly to hear, matters on appeal from the

Employee's Conference Committee.
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The Hoard of Directors consists of the district Board

chairmen. They decide matters on appeal from District

Boards. In case of a tie, the presicent may cast the Ceciding

vote. Such ties are subject to appeal to a committee consisting
of one disinterested party from each faction ana a third

aisinterestea party appointed by these two, preferably a
Federal Judge. The decision of this committee is final.

The 4 L has aone much work toward improving conoitions

but is still very weak. If an employer withdraws from a local,
it usually fails. In practice, the Board of directors have
the final aecision ana there is not much distinction between

the employer and the employee.

Summary
To sum up the whole labor situation in the mills of

the Pacific Northwest, the operator has the upper hand and
except for the 4 L, aoes very much as he pleases, mostly
because

of the abundance of labor. Labor is not reckoneo

with to any appreciable amount but is nevertheless considerea

to some extent when changes are acvocatea or new policies
adopted.
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